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ACROSS DOWN

9 Brought charges for terrible noise in far 
end of Madrid. (7)

1 Increases an awkward period. (11)

10 Overshooting, something's afoot back in 
old Goring. (5,3,3)

2 Like having an outsider around – that's 
the point. (4)

11 Radiate to reverse time. (4) 3 Devote last of pride to getting the best 
end out of command. (8)

12 King of snakes made from old elastics? 
(8)

4 Common woman has nothing on – a brave 
one! (7,4)

13 A couple of slips and I'm last to lose it. (4) 5 Injured by commencing meditation on 
torn papers. (6)

15 Detectives sounds like hotel ghosts. (10) 6 Sailors navigating by the stars chew string 
absent-mindedly. (5,5)

17 Relative onrush begins after pianos. (8) 7 You'll get the bird if you brag too much. 
(4)

18 Manages boy without love and passes on. 
(4,2)

8 Sold fun merrily – the plot thickens. (7)

19 Dig them in the ribs to reduce the 
workforce. (5,6)

14 Insect Ed swallowed to make it seem 
older. (8)

23 Done the dirty in work or let them in. 
(4,3,4)

16 Make me drunk on beer to cause 
resentment. (8)

24 Spoilt it – joined without one. (6) 20 Polish up on street god with expanding 
head – puts it under too much pressure. 
(6,1,4)26 Storms encountered going the other way, 

chasing vermin. (8)
21 Read guards that potter about at half past 

seven? (4,7)
28 Dignified head of state predicts that 

French will come after a day. (10)
22 Be furious over men round the bend – 

make your choice. (3,3,4)
30 Habitat's in a fine state! (4) 25 Short cat lives in the coast, strangely 

enough. (8)
31 Make one and hold the audience's 

attention. (8)
27 Surgery performed in the morning on scar 

one, is cosmetic. (7)
32 Greeting lacks a bit of lustre and glow. (4) 29 Worn out type of recording? (6)
35 Get up in time to get away around West 

Kent, near the top of Lamberhurst. (6,5)
33 It's the bitter end – why end? Refuse! (4)

36 Fitting into road complex and not minding 
the change? (7)

34 Racist round the bend in bringing up Ian. 
(4)


